Year Six Home Learning – BBC Bitesize Online

Visit www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/dailylessons and select ‘Year 6’.

YEAR 6 Week Five 18.05.20 – 22.05.20
Any resources highlighted blue can be found at https://laughtonallsaints.org/kidszone/class/class-4
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
English
English
English
English
Healthcare Hero thank you letter:
Healthcare Hero thank
Healthcare Hero thank you letter:
Writing a healthcare hero thank you letter
Similes, metaphors and hyperbole
you letter: semi-colons
preparing and drafting
When writing up your final letter, you could think
Can you work out whether these sentences and colons
about how we present our best work at school:
contain similes or metaphors? Write your
joined handwriting, layout on the page, a border or
own and do cartoons to illustrate them.
Colon and semi-colon
decorations.
challenges worksheet
Hyperbole or not?
Reading text – Alternative version of Humpty
o I am so hungry I could eat a horse.
Dumpty!
You could perform the poem, create a model to
o These are the worst pancakes I have
act it out, research the Civil War or write your own
ever eaten.
‘true story’ of a nursery rhyme.
o I like my sister a lot.
o It's taking you a million years to get
ready.
Maths
Maths
Maths
Maths
Decimals : multiply and divide decimals
Decimals: multiply
Decimals: divide decimals by integers
Decimals: convert from a decimal into a
by 10, 100 and 1000
decimals by integers
(whole numbers)
fraction and simplify
(whole numbers)
With division, you CAN put the decimal
If a number has two decimal places, it becomes a
Support sheet to use with number cards
point in above the bus stop (on the roof!),
fraction out of 100.
See page below for tips
in line with the other. I’d maybe start by
0.45 = 45/100
Jigsaw puzzle
on multiplying with
doing this so I know it is in the correct
Similarly,
decimals.
position. Remember the method for
0.251 = 251/1000
decimal remainders – use zeros as the
0.2 = 2/10 or 20/100
place holders – ask me if you’ve forgotten.
It is important to point out that 0.5 and 0.05 are not
Try:
the same. If unsure, think of it as money. The first
9 x 3.5 =
is 50p, the second is 5p.

8.7 x 3 =
4.25 x 5 =
4.5 x 2.6 =

History
The Anglo-Saxons
Who were the Anglo Saxons? Where did
they come from? When?

Geography
Natural Resources
Thinking about agricultural
resources – find out how
your milk gets from the cows
to your glass. How does
your bread get from field to
plate?

Friday
English
Reading lesson: A
Pocketful of Stars
by Aisha Bushby

Maths
Challenge of the
Week
Let Miss Stowell
know how you get
on. 

Match up game. Maybe you could add in some of
your own? Like… 12/50, 6/20, 2/5. 70%, 6%
Can you find the equivalents?
Science
Magnets
Some magnet science experiment ideas
here. If using magnets, keep away from
electronics as they can cause damage! I
wonder if you can find out why!

ICT
What makes a good computer game?

Music
Dynamics and
Tchaikovsky

http://www.lovemyscience.com/cat_magnetic.html

No Laptop or iPad? Check out these lessons on BBC iPlayer and the Red Button Service today.
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Spellings
SPORTS CHALLENGE – This week is the Rotherham School Games’ virtual
Visit https://spellingframe.co.uk/ and choose Year 5 and 6.
athletics competition. See the information about challenges below.
This week’s rule: Spelling Rule 48 - Homophones and other words that are often
Have as many attempts as you like and try to beat your personal best. Update
confused (3 of 5)
your scores on the Facebook group and we can tweet the best scores to
Access the ‘Spelling Tiles’ section and free games to practise these
@ROTHERHAMGAMES.
spellings then take a test.
ART CHALLENGE – Have a go at vanishing word art as shown below. Look at
Please let me know if you need a copy of your Spelling Zapper or if you are tested at
the examples and create a piece of perspective art work. Look at how the
home.
objects change size as they get closer to the vanishing point.




English
Wellbeing

MULTIPLYING WITH DECIMALS
Tip 1 – Imagine the decimal point isn’t there. Multiply like you normally would and then place the decimal point in
your answer.
Tip 2 – Knowing where to put the decimal point.
With column addition and subtraction, you can just bring the decimal point down but this is not always the case
when multiplying. Whole number x decimal will work but you cannot apply this when you have two decimals.
Here is a method that works in all scenarios 
Look in your question first at how many digits there are after a decimal place. This is how many decimal places
your answer should have.
Examples:
2.4 x 6

There is one digit after a decimal place so the answer has the same (1 d.p.)

2.14 x 3

The answer would be to 2 decimal places (2.d.p)

4.3 x 2.1

The answer would be to 2 d.p.

To help you estimate the size of your answers, think of it like this…
4.2 is 4 and an extra little bit. 4.2 pizza would be four whole pizzas, and an extra slice.
If I want to do 4.2 x 3, this is 4 and a bit lots of 3.
I know that 4 lots of 3 is 12 so the answer should be that plus a bit.
If my answer is 1.26, I know that is way too small.
If my answer is 126, it’s way too big! I must have put my decimal point in the wrong place somewhere. Try to
picture the size of numbers when checking your answers.

You can apply this skill to
create art work with a
vanishing point on the
horizon like these
examples:

Step-by-step here:
https://artprojectsforkids.org/drawperspective/

